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Using the time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect method, helicity-dependent all-optical magne-

tization switching (HD-AOS) is observed in ferrimagnetic TbFeCo films. Our results reveal the

individual roles of the thermal and nonthermal effects after a single circularly polarized laser pulse.

The evolution of this ultrafast switching occurs over different time scales, and a defined magnetiza-

tion reversal time of 460 fs is shown—the fastest ever observed. Micromagnetic simulations based

on a single macro-spin model, taking into account both heating and the inverse Faraday effect, are

performed which reproduce HD-AOS demonstrating a linear path for magnetization reversal.

Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5036720

Since the demonstration of magnetization reversal by a

single femtosecond laser pulse in 2007,1 the field of all-

optical switching (AOS) has been extensively studied both

theoretically and experimentally. The AOS of the magnetisa-

tion in the ferrimagnetic alloy, GdFeCo (the initially investi-

gated material for AOS), has been shown to be established

through a purely thermal effect2–5 where the dynamics of the

magnetisation reversal proceed via a transient ferromag-

netic-like state.6,7 Very recently, ultrafast electronic heat cur-

rents have been shown experimentally to be sufficient to

switch the magnetization in this same material,8,9 which pro-

vides further evidence of the thermal origins of AOS in

GdFeCo.10 Consequently, AOS in GdFeCo is almost inde-

pendent of the laser helicity of the laser pulse, which is

named helicity-independent AOS (HI-AOS).

On the other hand, there are many examples of AOS

observed in other materials, which are strongly helicity depen-

dent, e.g., ferromagnetic Co/Pt multilayers,11 FePt nanopar-

ticles,12 synthetic ferrimagnetic heterostructures,13 and Tb-based

ferrimagnets.14–16 For these materials, there is a one-to-one cor-

respondence of the helicity of the laser light control and the

magnetization orientation, deemed helicity dependent AOS

(HD-AOS). A dependence on helicity was observed in GdFeCo

for single pulses applied to the alloy for a narrow range of flu-

ence,17 which was quantitatively explained as arising from mag-

netic circular dichroism (MCD).18 Besides the purely thermal

effect and MCD,19 other mechanisms have been proposed to

explain the observed AOS, e.g., inverse Faraday effect

(IFE),1,20–22 stimulated Raman scattering,23,24 sublattice

exchange relaxation,25 ultrafast exchange scattering,26 and opti-

cal spin pumping.27 However, the underlying physics of HD-

AOS in a larger variety of materials is still unclear, especially of

the roles of the helicity and thermal effects of the laser pulse.

Several experimental criteria and models have been proposed to

interpret HD-AOS. A so-called low-remanence criterion was

reported whereby HD-AOS is only obtained below a magnetiza-

tion remanence threshold of 220 emu/cm3 for several materi-

als.15 Recently, a domain size criterion for the observation of

HD-AOS has been proposed, whereby the laser spot size should

be smaller than the equilibrium size of magnetic domains

formed during the cooling process after laser irradiation.28

Meanwhile, using a time-dependent anomalous Hall effect tech-

nique, HD-AOS has been demonstrated to consist of a steplike

helicity-independent multiple-domain formation followed by a

helicity-dependent remagnetization.29 There have been several

models of optical switching presented in the literature, as well

as differing measurements with different conclusions as to the

importance of the thermal or nonthermal effects.4,17,19,30,31 In

this context, one intuitive question is can the contributions of

both thermal and nonthermal effects be quantified simulta-

neously during a single circularly polarized laser pulse? The

ultrafast laser-induced demagnetization is well-known to have a

thermal aspect;32 however, there will inevitably be some contri-

bution from both thermal and nonthermal effects during one sin-

gle laser pulse. However, in all the Kerr or Faraday image

detections, it is impossible to measure both of these two

effects because only the final static magnetization states are

observed - one requires access to temporal information.
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To explore the roles of the thermal and non-thermal

effects in HD-AOS and the time scales in this process, we

used the laser pump-probe technique, also known as the

time-resolved magneto-Kerr effect measurement (Fig. 1)33

(details in the supplementary material), to measure the tran-

sient magnetization change after a single laser pulse acting on

TbFeCo. The transient reflectivity change is simultaneously

monitored. TbFeCo is a similar ferrimagnet compared to

GdFeCo as the Tb sublattice is antiferromagnetically coupled

with the FeCo sublattice,30,34,35 forming a ferrimagnetic struc-

ture. However, because of the large difference between the

spin-orbit coupling of Tb and Gd,36 Gd- and Tb-based alloys

show different spin dynamics as well as distinct switching

mechanisms.37,38

In order to separate thermal and nonthermal contribu-

tions, time domain measurements are performed, varying the

laser pump fluence and helicity, whilst keeping the direction

of the external magnetic field fixed in the direction almost

parallel to the direction of the induced magnetization due to

the r– helicity pulses (and nearly anti-parallel in the rþ

case). The transient Kerr rotation obtained under different

laser fluences with different laser helicities is shown in Figs.

2(a)–2(c). Between the two lower laser fluences (2.8 and

5 mJ/cm2), the dynamic responses are very similar except

that the amplitude is increased with the laser fluence. The

two curves taken with different laser helicities converge after

around 240 fs time delay, suggesting that only thermal

effects exist for these laser fluences because the thermal

effects are insensitive to the laser helicity while the nonther-

mal effect is.31 The peaks around zero delay are the so-

called specular inverse Faraday effect (SIFE) and specular

optical Kerr effect (SOKE) contributions,39 as detailed in

Fig. S1 in the supplementary material. However, as the laser

fluence is increased to 9 mJ/cm2, the two curves taken with

different laser helicities no longer converge. The curve

excited by laser pulses of rþ polarization (a helicity that

induces an effective field opposite to the external magnetic

field) switches further away from the initial magnetization

direction compared to the curve excited by r– polarised laser

pulses. This extra switching starts at around t3¼ 240 fs, indi-

cating the onset of the nonthermal effect. The time evolution

of the reflectivity has also been investigated, indicating a

peak electron temperature at approximately t1¼ 70 fs. There

is no obvious laser helicity dependence in the reflectivity

which can be seen from the data taken at 9 mJ/cm2 as shown

in Fig. 2(d). In this case, the absorption of light is at the

same level as well as the electron temperature profiles, which

means that there is no significant MCD effect. The oscilla-

tions with a high frequency of 42 GHz shown in both the

FIG. 1. (a) A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up with a bias field

of H¼ 0.5 T. Hrþ represents the effective field of the pump pulse with rþ

polarization (red line) due to the IFE. (b) The normalized radial sensitivity

of Kerr rotation (only left half shown for clarity) and temperature distribu-

tion across the pump spot together with the intensity profile of the probe

spot (only right half shown for clarity).

FIG. 2. (a) and (b) show the time domain Kerr rotation taken under pump fluences of 2.8 and 5 mJ/cm2, respectively. (c) presents the time domain Kerr rotation

obtained under a pump beam fluence of 9 mJ/cm2. At about 240 fs time delay, the curve excited by pump pulses of rþ polarization (black solid squares) starts

to switch further away from the initial magnetization direction compared with the curve excited by r– polarized (red hollow dots) pump pulses. (d) shows the

time domain reflectivity data at 9 mJ/cm2 for both rþ and r– polarizations. The two curves overlap with the peak at t1¼ 70 fs, indicating the maximal electron

temperature.
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transient Kerr rotation and reflectivity data have no magnetic

field dependence. Therefore, it may be originated from a

laser-induced strain-wave in the amorphous films (details in

the supplementary material).

The thermal and nonthermal effects on the magnetiza-

tion can be separated by analysing the sum and difference of

the experimental data under different laser helicities, respec-

tively. Therefore, the datasets in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) have been

analysed accordingly and are presented in Figs. 3(a) and

3(b). The difference data in Fig. 3(a) show the time evolution

of the nonthermal effect. For the two cases with lower laser

fluence, the time evolution of the two difference data over-

laps and goes back to its original state immediately after the

SIFE/SOKE peak, giving no indication of any nonthermal

effect. As the pump fluence is increased to 9 mJ/cm2, the

difference signal does not return to the original state imme-

diately. Instead, it keeps increasing to its maximum magni-

tude at around t4¼ 460 fs time delay showing that the

magnetization has partially switched in some regions of the

irradiated area to a different magnetization state. This dem-

onstrates unambiguously a helicity-dependent switching in

TbFeCo triggered at close to t3¼ 240 fs and magnetization

re-orientation at approximately t4¼ 460 fs after circularly

polarized laser excitation.

Figure 3(b) presents the time evolution of the directly

measured heat-driven dynamics excited by a linearly polar-

ized laser of the same energy, along with the data obtained

by taking the sum of the rþ and r– cases for three different

laser fluences. All three pairs of time domain Kerr rotation

data reach maxima around t2¼ 160 fs, indicating the time

scale of the quenching of the magnetic order. Two pairs of

time domain data taken at lower laser fluence overlap with

each other extremely well since the SIFE/SOKE changes

phase between rþ and r– helicities and are thus cancelled

out by the sum operation. The pair taken at 9 mJ/cm2 starts

to diverge from each other immediately after the maximum

demagnetization with the sum data deviating further from

the initial magnetization state, indicating the onset of the

helicity-dependent switching excited by rþ pump pulses,

which are more profound than those excited by r– pump

pulses. This is expected since the helicity-dependent switch-

ing induced by two different laser helicities is different in

phase as well as in magnitude, depending on the instanta-

neous magnetization state, and also supported by our theoret-

ical calculations shown below. The peak amplitude of the

thermal and reflectivity data is plotted as a function of the

pump laser fluence in Fig. 3(c) together with the amplitude

of the nonthermal data at 460 fs time delay. Figure 3(c)

shows that the electron temperature is proportional to the

laser fluence; the sample is nearly totally demagnetized at

9 mJ/cm2 which is consistent with the condition required for

helicity-dependent switching;29 there is no sign of helicity-

dependent switching for the data taken at lower pump flu-

ence. Note that 9 mJ/cm2 is the highest pump fluence, which

can be applied without damaging the sample surface, and the

helicity-dependent switching is only observed at this highest

pump fluence. The whole ultrafast process induced at a

pump fluence of 9 mJ/cm2 is schematically summarized in

Fig. 3(d). The electron temperature reaches its maximum at

70 fs time delay, and the magnetic order is largely quenched

by 160 fs. The onset of helicity-dependent switching takes

place within 240 fs, and a new magnetization direction is

defined by 460 fs.

To understand the observed time domain results of HD-

AOS, two main effects are considered, namely, the MCD18

and the IFE.20 MCD leads to a different absorption of the

two circular helicities in the different domains and it is

excluded because from the transient reflectivity curves, no

difference is observed with respect to the laser helicity. In

Ref. 12, the magnetization induced through the IFE effect

was directly calculated for the case of FePt with ab-initio
methods.40 In our simulations, due to a lack of ab-initio cal-

culations for the considered TbFeCo alloy, this temporal

change of the magnetization caused by the IFE is assumed to

be due to an effective magnetic field.17,41 Our simulations

are based on a single macro-spin model whereby we solve

the Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch (LLB) equation numerically.42–46

The LLB equation takes into account transient changes in

the length of the magnetization required to describe the heat-

ing from the laser pulse. All our methods are described in

detail in Ref. 44 and also summarized in the supplementary

material. The results of these simulations are shown in Figs.

4(a)–4(d) for different peak electron temperatures Te, corre-

sponding to different laser fluences, as summarised in Figs.

4(e) and 4(f). The figure focuses on the change in the

reduced magnetization (M/Ms) along the easy-axis at short

time-scales. Starting at room temperature, the reduced mag-

netization at equilibrium is around 0.8. Complete demagneti-

zation can be achieved within 300 fs, and magnetization

reversal can be triggered on the sub-picosecond time-scale

for higher Te. The theoretical model reproduces the sub-

picosecond reversal observed experimentally and confirms

FIG. 3. (a) shows the difference between the rþ and r– pump pulses as a

function of time. (b) The three solid curves show the sum of the rþ and r–

pump pulses with time. The hollow curves are time domain responses

excited by the linearly polarized laser pulse at the same pump fluences. (c)

The peak amplitude of the thermal effect (red circles), of the reflectivity

(blue triangles), and of the nonthermal effect (black squares) at a delay time

of 460 fs as a function of the pump fluence. (d) shows a schematic diagram

of the ultrafast process induced at a pump fluence of 9 mJ/cm2.
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the above interpretation of the experimental data. Above all,

the reversal occurs only above a critical temperature corre-

sponding to that of the linear reversal model; reversal on this

timescale cannot occur via precessional mechanisms, which

occur on the nanosecond timescale. Therefore, the peak elec-

tron temperature plays a significant role in HD-AOS. In Ref.

47, an analytical formula was derived for the minimal pulse

time (in terms of rectangular field and temperature pulses),

which is needed to switch the sign of the magnetization [see

Eq. (S2) in the supplementary material]. It is illustrated in Fig.

3(g). We noticed that in the simulations, the switching times

are slightly larger than with the analytical formula. This is due

to the fact that for the analytical formula, rectangular tempera-

ture and field pulses are assumed, while in the simulations,

more realistic profiles are calculated. We also note that the

simulations further predict a rapid increase in the magnetiza-

tion in a negative sense after reversal, whereas the experimen-

tal data indicate that the magnetization recovers towards the

original value. We attribute this to the simplified nature of the

calculations, which are based on a single spin, whereas

the experimental sample has a large-scale domain structure,

though quantitative agreement is not the aim here. While the

reversal of the magnetization via the linear reversal mecha-

nism is unlikely to be affected by the domain structure, it is

reasonable to expect that the magnetization measured by the

probe beam after the pulse cannot be simulated within the

current single spin model. Furthermore, multi-macrospin cal-

culations would most likely still not be comparable with

experimental measurements as the size of the probe beam is

still many micrometres and likely beyond the size of this type

of simulation. It should also be noticed that, compared to the

current single macrospin simulations leading to a linear rever-

sal mechanism, an atomistic spin approach would possibly

give a different picture, as there would be more degrees of

freedom for the atomic spins to relax.

In summary, the HD-AOS is unambiguously demon-

strated in a TbFeCo film by one single circularly polarized

laser pulse. The thermal and nonthermal effects are seen to

have different time scales, respectively. High pump fluences

are required to observe laser helicity effects, which is consis-

tent with other reported works.28,29 Note that the effect of heat

accumulation is not excluded in our measurements, but the

1 kHz laser repetition rate is much lower than the repetition

rate used in Ref. 15 which shows no significant accumulative

heat. Besides, the relaxation time of transient reflectivity

response is quite small in our measurements, so the effect of

accumulative heat should not play a role. The interplay

between laser heating and helicity is stimulated by a single

laser pulse. The whole process of the magnetization switching

consists of four phases: peak electron temperature is achieved;

the system becomes fully demagnetized; magnetization

switching is triggered; and a new magnetization direction is

defined. Furthermore, from our measurements, we can see

that, on the sub-picosecond time-scales, there is a magnetiza-

tion switching time within 460 fs—the fastest among the

reported times in the literature.17,41,48,49 Very recently, a theo-

retical study by means of first-principles and model simulation

predicts a magnetization switching time of 218 fs �609 fs,50

which is in good agreement with our findings. This sub-

picosecond switching is reproduced using a single macro-spin

model based on the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch equa-

tion, confirming the linear reversal mechanism without spin

precession in all-optically induced magnetization switching in

TbFeCo. Also, the simulations suggest that heating the elec-

tron system to a critical temperature may play an important

role in this kind of magnetization reversal. Above all, the find-

ing of ultrafast helicity-dependent all-optical magnetization

switching in a high anisotropy system triggered by a single

laser pulse brings all-optical magnetic recording a major step

closer to high data rate and high data density applications.

See supplementary material for details of sample prepa-

ration, polar time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect (TR-

MOKE) setup, probe sensitivity, and theoretical modelling.

The SIFE/SOKE contribution and the strain waves are also

presented.
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